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Westridge: At a Glance
•Raytown
•K-5
•350 Students
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Westridge: At a Glance
•ADA attendance ended at 93.2%
•100% free breakfast
•77% of students qualify for free or reduced-priced lunch 
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Westridge: At a Glance
•Student demographics: 
•African American - 59%
•White - 19%
•12.5% - Hispanic
•9% - multiracial
•remaining other
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How are Students Referred to the 
Tier 3 Behavior Team 
•Decision Rule
•Parent Request
•Suspension
•Hospitalization



What is Westridge’s Behavior 
Decision Rule?
•2 majors a week
•3 movements a week
•Suspension
•Hospitalization



What happens after I nominate a 
student or the decision rule is met?

• Students discussed during Behavior DRT (Data Review Teams)
•Teachers bring:
•Non-responder data form
•Student planning tool
•Computer



Student Planning Tool



Non-responder Form



Step 1:Review
•Attendance
•Permanent File
•Medical Diagnosis/Meds
•Glasses/Hearing aids
•SPED testing 
•Parent Contact 

•Social History 
•Home Life Changes
•Strengths/Weaknesses
•Language Screening
•Academic Scores



Step 1:Review
If a plan already exists
•Check Fidelity!



Step 2: Analyze data to identify 
behavior and function 
Behavior: What is the student doing
Function: The WHY of the behavior



Step 3: Identify replacement 
behavior 
This must feed the SAME function as the problem behavior 
Possible Functions of Behavior
•Gain/Avoid a task
•Gain/Avoid Attention
•Gain control
•Gain Sensory Input
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Presentation Notes
Use if/then chartBreak passesvisual schedules (doesn’t have to be cute pictures, can be words/lists)Behavior contractingMake sure directions are clearReinforcement for remaining in undesirable environmentUse of consequence mapsEnvironmental modifications such as: specifically identified preferential seating, office area located within the classroom, study carrel, ability to stand in area, visually identified boundaries, wiggle seat, etc.)Incentive for work done in class timeProvide verbal/tangible reinforcement after completing specific amount of workBreak down work into small portions so they are not overwhelmedtriage & role play/practice asking for helpMake time with an adult - planned time, ie: lunch, triage, etc. Allow student appropriate leadership roles (passing out papers, delivering items, lunch count, writing on the board, assisting a staff member, shelving books, cleaning up, etc.)Use proximity when recognizing and redirectingProvide opportunities for "bragging rights" or "atta boys"-academically or behaviorally



Step 4: Look For Trends
Trends help identify ideal times for intervention and prevention strategies

•Data to look at:
• Time of Day 
• Day of Week
• Types of behavior 
• Universal Screener



Step 5: Incentivize 
Incentive for using replacement behavior 
This could be:
• Brag time
• Candy 
• Computer time
• Break with a friend
• Sticker
• Positive call/note home
• Teacher chair



Step 6: Instruction and Practice 
•Behavior is from a missing skill or motivation
•Explicit Instruction on replacement behaviors
•Practice of skills
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All problem behavior goes back to students missing a skill. There must be explicit instruction and built in practice times for students to experience success with their replacement behaviorInstruction could come from the teacher, counselor, social worker, interventionist, or any adult in the building. As long as you are specific in targeting what needs to be taught and how to teach it, any staff member should be able to deliver the instruction Practice MUST be a part of a plan. Students may know what to do but need practice to make it a habit. It’s the same reason we tell toddlers to say please and thank you. They need the practice so it becomes second nature.



Step 7: After the Meeting 
•Teacher/Interventionist review plan with student
•Interventionist/admin shares plan with necessary staff
•Teacher informs parents of plan 
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Presentation Notes
Identify how you will track data and success prior to the end of the meeting. Target sheets are especially helpful when it comes to this, but not always appropriate. 



Step 7: After the Meeting 
•Data is collected and graphed by 
interventionist/counselor/admin
•Fidelity checks conducted by Interventionist/admin/PBS Team
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Identify how you will track data and success prior to the end of the meeting. Target sheets are especially helpful when it comes to this, but not always appropriate. 



Results
•Majors down 60%
•Minors down 45%
•Behavior plans decreased from 75 to 30



Contact Info
Dr. Lauren Gechter
Lauren.Gechter@raytownschools.org
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